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Thermographic analysis of thermomechanical couplings 

A. CHRYSOCHOOS and F. BELMAHJOUB (MONTPELLIER) 

AFTER RECALLING the energy balance form in the case of elastic-plastic material, the relationships 
between the dissipation, stored energy of cold work and state variables were reviewed. An expe
rimental set-up using an infra-red camera was introduced which enables us to establish continuous 
energy balance during uniaxial excitations. Mechanical tests were made at room temperature with 
four different materials ( duraluminium, bra-;s, carbon and stainless steels) under several uniaxial 
loading paths (tension, compression, loading-unloading and cyclic loading). Only the tests on du
ralurninium will be graphically shown in this paper, but results concerning the other materials will 
be mentioned. In particular, we shall show the energetical behaviour of materials immediately after 
deformation (time rate independence), during (elao;tic) unloading and during reversed straining. 

1. Introduction 

THE AIMS of this paper are the following. 
First, a new and improved version of an infra-red device associated with a testing 

machine with numerical commands is presented. This experimental arrangement means 
that the energy balance in the case of uniaxial excitations at room temperature can be 
continuously determined during deformation test. The improvements, in comparison with 
previous apparatus [ 1 to 5], come essentially from technical progress in storing, processing 
and visualization of data given by the infra-red camera. This automatic data processing 
gives the experimentalist both greater accuracy in the measurements of the amounts of 
heat produced during deformation processes, and a greater flexibility in use. 

Secondly, energy balances made on elastic-plastic materials under several mechanical 
quasi-static excitations are shown. In particular, the evolution of the stored energy after 
deformation during elastic unloading or reversed straining are presented and discussed 
in comparison with predictions of thermoelastoplastic models developed by [6] within the 
framework of the Generalized Standard Materials theory (G.S.M. theory [7 to 9]). 

The energy balance form and the relationships between stored energy, dissipation 
and internal state variables are recalled in Sec. 2. The experimental arrangement and 
calibration procedure are presented in Sec. 3. Some experimental results concerning 
the dissipated and stored energy evolution are shown and compared with the numerical 
solutions obtained by computation of thermomechanical behaviour laws in Sec. 4. General 
concluding comments are given in Sec. 5. 

2. Energy balance form 

2.1. Mechanical aspects 

In [10, 11] we have shown that, in the case of homogeneous and uniaxial excitations 
where the elastic deformation remains small, most classical kinematical approaches [ 12 
to 16] lead to an additive decomposition of the strain rate tensor where the elastic and 
plastic parts can be measured without any doubt. A classical homogeneous test would 
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lead to 

(2.1) 

Then, the volumic energy rate given by the testing machine for a quasi-static deformation 
process (ignoring the kinetic energy) can be decomposed into 

(2.2) 'tV ext = (T : € = (1 : € e + (1 : € p· 

We shall calltve the rate of volumic elastic energy, and Wa- the rate of volumic inelastic 
energy. The integration of Eq. (2.2) leads to 

(2.3) 

2.2. Thermodynamical aspects 

Classical results of Thermodynamics of Irreversible Processes are used [ 17 to 20]. An 
homogeneous volume element of the sample is characterized by a set of n + 1 state 
variables. Let us take T = o 0 as the absolute temperature, € e = o 1 as the elastic strain, 
and ( o j h~j ~ n as the set of n - 1 variables describing the hardening state. The volumic 
Helmholtz free energy is classically decomposed in [9]: 

(2.4) 1/J(T, €e, 0' j) = ~'e (T, € e) + 1/Js(T, O'j)2~j~n· 

The "elastic" part of the free energy is due to the thermoelastic (reversible) part of the 
transformation. Supposing that the thermoelastic behaviour remains linear and isotropic 
[9 p. 140], 

(2.5) 

The second term is due to the strain hardening. During our quasi-static tests, the tempera
ture variations remain small (around 0.5°C for elastic test and 5°C for cyclic elastoplastic 
test). In the vicinity of thermal equilibrium, these temperature variations are not taken 
into account. 

(2.6) 

In such conditions it has been shown [ 11] that internal energy variations associated with 
the hardening (stored energy of cold work) corresponds to free energy variation. It leads 
to the assumption that the (small) temperature variations induced by deformation do not 
modify the hardening state. 

The 2nd Principle of Thermodynamics leads to the inequality of Clausius-Duhem: 

(2.7) a: €- ::. d:j- ;, grad(T) ~ 0, 1 ~ j ~ n. 
J 

The intrinsic dissipation can thus be defined. 

1J 81/Js. 2 < . < (2.8) 1 = a: tp- -
8 

ai, _ J _ n. 
- 0' j 

Then, the rate of inelastic energy can be interpreted as the sum of two terms; Eqs. (2.2) 
to (2.8) lead to 

(2.9) 
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If we denote by wd the volumic amount of heat associated with the intrinsic dissipation, 
and by w 8 -the stored energy of cold work per unit volume of sample, then 

(2.10) 

The heat conduction equation is written as [ 11] 

(2.11) pCat'- div(k grad(T)) = pivd- pTa:~. O:i + r, 1 :$ j :$ n. 
J 

The cross-terms at the r.h.s. can be eliminated for j ~ 2 because of Eq. (2.6). The first 
cross-term for a 1 = ce will be called the isentropic term pinis associated with thermo
elastic effects. It is written with the aid of Eq. (2.5) as 

(2.12) W;. = T a~~:. t. = .Ath'II> tr(U). 

Let us suppose that the external heat supply is time-independent, the heat conduction 
coefficient k, the linear thermal expansion coe.fficient A1h and the specific heat Ca are 
assumed to be independent of the hardening state. 

Then, if we denote () = T - 11h the heat conduction equation can be simplified to the 
form 

pCaO- kilO = p(wd- Wis)· 

The mechanical heat source will be denoted Wch, 

(2.14) 

The energy balance form can be summed up in Eqs. (2.3), (2.10) and (2.14). The last 
quantity which may be introduced and associated with the energy balance is the stored 
energy ratio defined as 

(2.15) 
Ws 

F =-X 100. 
Wa. 

3. Experimental set-up and calibrations 

3.1. General description 

The experimental set-up essentially consists of a 100 kN Screw Machine and an Infra
red Camera. The Testing Machine is made and commercialized by DARTEC Society 
(England). Tests and machine (1, 2) are driven by micro-computer (3), (Cf. Sketch 1). 

The Infra-red Camera is built and commercialized by AGENA Infra-red Systems 
(Sweden). This device is equipped with the digitization system initially conceived by 
J. C. Chezeaux and B. Nayroles (France) [1-4] which was then developed and improved 
by the authors. A second micro-computer driv~s the data storing, and processing, and 
provides the visualization of the "thermal scenes". The camera (7) (Cf. Sketch 2) is placed 
directly on the crosshead ( 1) of the Testing Machine. The thermoregulation is carried out 
carefully. The test area must be completely closed. The air is circulated by electric fans 
and the room temperature is kept constant by means of two heat sources. The video signal 
quality is improved by anti-radiation screens ( 4) in order to intercept parasitic reflections 
coming from the surroundings. 
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SKETCH 1. Basic sketch of the testing room: J-100 kN screw machine, 2---command unit, 
3-micro-computer driving the testing machine, 4-infra-red camera display unit, 5--digitization system 

of the video signal, 6-micro-computer for infra-red data recording, processing and visualization. 

SKETCH 2. Basing sketch of the experimental set-up: J-moving crosshead, 2-screw-jack, 3-load cell, 
4-anti-radiation screens, 5-sample, 6-grips, 7-I.R. camera. 

3.2. Digitized thermal pictures 

They are matrices of 256 lines per 180 columns digitized on 12 bits. The digitization 
system allows for recording, at the beginning of each line, both signals as "thermal level" 
and "thermal range" characterizing the state of the camera, and six electrical signals 
through two-stage amplifiers, such as load and deformation signals, room temperature, 
etc. In our case, (with optional 20° fixed front lens), the spatial resolution is dx = 
(270± 10). 10-6 m and dz = (180±5). 10-6 m. The sensitivity in temperature variation 
is around 5. 10-3 °C in the vicinity of room temperature (25°C). In Fig. 1 a thermal map 
of a stainless steel (A304) is shown. These results are taken from a cyclic test. 
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FtG. 1. Digitized thermal map; the spatial resolution is dx = 270tJ.m and dx = 180ftm. 
The sensitivity is around 130 digit ° C-t. 

FIG. 2. Definition of the "temperature of the sample". 

(59) 
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During a mechanical test, the material points of the sample move within the frame 
of reference of the camera. Knowing the displacement field at each time t in the case 
of homogeneous and uniaxial excitations, one can thus determine the correspondence 
between material points and pixels. The computer uses the information given by the 
extensometer stored at the beginning of each line of thermal pictures to establish this 
correspondence automatically. We shall define in the following sections and sub-sections 
"the temperature of a sample" as that of the material point which is placed at the middle 
point of one generatrix of the cylindrical sample (Cf. Fig. 2). 

3.3. Calibration of the video signal 

A special warming target was made to calibrate the variations in video signal in the 
vicinity of 25°C (Cf (6] for technical details). The response of the infra-red detector (MCf 
detector, liquid nitrogen cooled) was strongly nonlinear even in the vicinity of thermal 
equilibrium. The calibration law was approximated to the following quadratic law 

(3.1) Tth -1(, = a(sc- so)2 + b(sc- so), 

where a and b are constants. 

3000~------~----~------~------~ 

o~~~~Mh~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
0 50 tOO f50 200 

TIME (s) 

Ftc. 3. Dynamic calibration of the video signal. 

The calibration can be performed in a dynamic way. It does not need to wait for 
thermal equilibrium and thus can be done frequently. A calibration test is shown in 
Fig. 3. 
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3.4. Calibration of thermal losses 

In the heat conduction equation (2.13), the Laplacian of temperature can be seen. 
From an experimental point of view this term is quite difficult to evaluate directly for good 
thermal conductors like aluminium or copper alloys, and even for steels in the vicinity 
of thermal equilibrium with small thermal gradients. A phenomenological hypothesis is 
used to determine the volumic losses k/(pCa)ilO. We shall suppose that in the vicinity 
of thermal equilibrium, the radial heat flows by radiation and convection in the air, and 
the axial heat losses by conduction in the sample, are well modelled by linear temperature 
laws. This hypothesis leads to [ 5] 

(3.2) 

where rth is a time constant characterizing the losses. The validity of this important 
hypothesis is checked using thermoelastic effects. In Fig. 4, thermal evolution calculated 
with Eqs. (2.12), (2.13) and (3.2), for the case of cyclic excitation on duraluminium is 
compared with experimental evolution. In this figure the temperature is averaged over a 
small surface of 2 x 2 mm2 in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. This kind of 
control was done on each studied material before the new experiment. In the case of 
duraluminium, the following value of Tth was used: 

Tth = 3.6 S. 

0.40 

~ ......... 0.20 
~ 
§ 
e-.. 
~ -0.00 

~ 
~ 
~ 

-0.20 

-0.40~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
0 ~50 tOO 150 200 

TIME(s) 

Fta. 4. Thermoelastic effects; comparison of the experimental temperature evolution with the 
theoretical one. Calibration of the thermal losses. 
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This constant depends on the geometrical form of the sample, the type of material, and 
the point and its vicinity observed by the cam~ra. 

4. Results 

4.1. GSM models 

To pr~dict the mechanical behaviour of the studied material the Generalized Standard 
Material Theory was used. The models gave results being in good agreement. with mech
anical experiments. They are presented in details in [6; p. 47-83]. They represent a 
superposition of classical and elementary models, such as isotropic hardening, linear and 
non linear kinematical hardening models. Once their mechanical identification is done, 
these models can predict the energy balance evolution. 

4.2. Thermomechanical couplings 

The observed and calculated temperature evolutions of duraluminium associated with a 
series of loading-unloading excitations are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. During the 
elastic unloading (A - B), the "experimental" tem(>erature (a - b) remains approximately 
constant and the "theoretical" one decreases slowly. The stress rate, which is the same in 
both cases (around 30 MPa/s) generates a positive source during unloading (cf. Eq. (2.13)), 
and this one is, in this case, just sufficient for the thermal losses in the first case. This is 
not true for the "theoretical" temperature, which is higher. 

During the elastic reloading (B - A'), the stress rate changes its sign and becomes 
more important (around 150 MPa/s) : the sample cools along (b- a') in both cases. 

100~------r-----~------~-------riOO 

~ 
~-+--~r-+-~~~--~-+~--r-~200 ~ 

Eo. 

~ 
~ 
~ 

FIG. 5. Thermomechanical couplings on· a duraluminium sample during a series of loading-unloading 
excitations. Experimental data. 
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Da.ta. predicted by CSM Model 
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FIG. 6. Thermomechanical couplings on a duraluminium sample during a series of loading-unloading 
excitations. Calculated data. 
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FIG. 7. Thermomechanical couplings on a duraluminium sample during cyclic straining. 
The strain limits are: ±0.5%, ±1.0%, ±1.5% and ±2.0%. 

63 

When the actual yield stress is reached, dissipative phenomena appear. These are 
generally more important than the thermoelastic effects: during (A' - C) stress path, the 
sample warms again from a' to c. 

A second example is illustrated by Fig. 7. The temperature evolution during cyclic 
straining is shown. The plastic strain rate is around 10-3 s- 1. Four stages of four cycles 
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were imposed with the following strain limits: ±0.5%, ± 1.0%, ± 1.5%, and ±2.0%. The 
first stage is difficult to see in Fig. 7 because the behaviour remains elastic during this 
stage and the curves are plotted versus the cumulated plastic strain. The dashes represent 
the temperature variations which reached approximately 2°C during the test. For the 
same kind of mechanical excitation, the carbon steel samples reached 4°C of temperature 
variations and the stainless steel samples, 10°C, [Cf. 6 p. 134-141]. 

4.3. Energy balances 

Taking into account the data of Figs. 5 and 6, Figure 8 and 9 introduce the measured 
and the calculated energy balance evolutions, respectively. 

25~----~~----~------~------r 25 

20 

~15+-------r-----_,--~~-+~~---r 
~ 

t5 

>-.. 
~ 10+-------r---~~----~-+------~ 
~ 
~ 

tO 
w. 

5 

0 

-5 
0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 

PLASTIC STRAIN 

FIG. 8. Energy balance evolution of a duratumuuum sample during a series of loading-unloading excitations. 
Experimental data: release of stored energy can be observed during elastic unloading. 

First, we can observe differences between the amounts of stored energy determined 
by both approaches. The stored energy predicted by our model is less than that given by 
the experimental data analysis. This fact was observed for all the four studied materials. 

Secondly, release of stored energy appears in Fig. 8, during elastic unloading. But the 
stored energy release leads to an evolution of the hardening state variables ( cf. Eq. (2.8)) 
during an elastic deformation path, and that kind of phenomenon cannot be predicted by 
the Classical Theory of Elastoplasticity: in Fig. 9, naturally, no evolution of stored energy 
can be observed during elastic unloadings! 

Experiments showed similar results during elastic unloading of brass samples but these 
releases were not observed in case of steel. Figures 10 to 12 must be associated with cyclic 
excitations illustrated by Fig. 7. Experimental energy balance evolution is plotted versus 
the cumulated plastic strain in Fig. 10. During reversed straining, small amounts of 
stored energy are dissipated. Experiments performed by [21] showed such phenomenon 
during tension-compression tests on copper samples. It can be predicted by Generalized 
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FIG. 9. Energy balance evolution of a duraluminium sample during a series of loading-unloading 
excitations. Calculated data: no release of stored energy 

can be predicted during elastic unloading with e lastic-plastic models. 
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FIG. 10. Energy balance evolution of a duraluminium sample during cyclic excitations. 
Release of stored energy can be observed after deformation. 
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fiG. 11. Dissipated and stored energy evolutions during cyclic test on a duraluminium sample. 
Experimental data: the releases after deformation can be seen a-; a function of time. 

A general decrea-;e of the stored energy ratio can be observed. 
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FIG. 12. Dissipated and stored energy evolutions during cyclic test on a duraluminium sample. 
Calculated data: no release after deformation can be predicted by time-rate independent models. 

A general increa-;e of the stored energy ratio can be observed. 

Standard Materials models as long as they take into account a nonlinear kinematical 
hardening (21 p. 213-239]. In this case, release appears just after straining reversal when 
the thermodynamical force .X and the flux a of the associated state variable have opposite 
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signs, and thus: 

(4.1) 

67 

The measured and the calculated, dissipated and stored energies have been plotted 
versus time in Fig. J 1 and Fig. 12, respectively. Time has been chosen as .X variable in 
order to point out in Fig. 11 the release of stored energy observed after deformation. This 
phenomenon has already been observed by [22, 23] on copper alloy samples. Naturally 
the time-rate independence supposed in the classical theory of elastoplasticity does not 
allow the models to predict this kind of release. Of course, one can observe that the 
calculated stored energy remains constant after deformation in Fig. 12. 

The stored energy ratio can be seen at both graphs. At the beginning of the strain 
hardening, the stored energy ratio is difficult to evaluate because l'fs and lVa tend the
oretically to zero with cumulated plastic strain. That is the reason why numerical noise 
appears in Fig. 11. The initial stored energy ratio can be estimated at 50%. The same or
der of magnitude has been observed in experiments on brass and steels. Theoretically, the 
models will automatically predict an initial stored energy ratio equal zero provided that 
the initial values of the thermodynamical forces start from zero. This result is illustrated 
in Fig. 12. 

5. Concluding remarks 

We have tried to show in this paper the new technical performances of an experimental 
set-up able to perform continuous energy balance on a sample during quasi-static mechan
ical excitations. In comparison with the previous versions of the device, the data storing, 
processing and visualization have considerably improved. This progress gives greater flex
ibility of use and greater capability of the infra-red data interpretation and of establishing 
the energy balance. 

Some experiments on duraluminium are presented. The first observation which can 
be made is that thermomechanical models drawn up within the framework of the classi
cal theory of the time-rate independent elastoplasticity, are not automatically capable of 
predicting dissipation or stored energy evolution in agreement with experimental obser
vations, even if they give correct mechanical predictions. For instance, releases of stored 
energy or heat evolved by dissipation were observed during elastic unloading (reversible 
path), or after deformation (time dependence). 
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